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T

he United States is starting to confront unprecedented challenges to the military and technological
superiority that it has enjoyed in recent history. The People’s Republic of China (PRC) is emerging as a
powerhouse across a range of emerging technologies, and Chinese leaders recognize today’s technological revolution as a critical, even historic, opportunity to achieve strategic advantage.1 As Chairman of
the Central Military Commission (CMC) and Commander-in-Chief of the CMC Joint Operations Center,
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) General Secretary Xi Jinping has highlighted the importance of military
innovation to “keep pace with the times” (与时俱进) and adapt to the global revolution in military affairs.2
Indeed, Xi has declared, “In circumstances of increasingly intense global military competition, only
the innovators win.”3 Responding to this directive and imperative, the Chinese People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) has been actively exploring a range of new theories, capabilities, and technologies that are believed
to be critical to future operational advantage.4 The PLA is looking to improve its capacity to leverage academic and commercial developments in the process through China’s national strategy of “military-civil
fusion” (军民融合).5 In particular, Chinese innovation is poised to pursue synergies among brain science,
artificial intelligence (AI), and biotechnology that may have far-reaching implications for its future military
power and aggregate national competitiveness. Chinese military leaders appear to believe that such emerging technologies will be inevitably weaponized, often pointing to a quotation by Engels: “Once technological
advancements can be used for military purposes and have been used for military purposes, they very immediately and almost necessarily, often violating the commander’s will, cause changes or even transformations in
the styles of warfare.”6 The PLA intends to achieve an operational advantage through seizing the initiative in
the course of this transformation.

Chinese Military Innovation in the New Era
Chinese military scientists and strategists have often been animated in their thinking by concern with the
progression of the ongoing revolution in military affairs (RMA) that is believed to be catalyzed by today’s
technological advancements.7 The PLA has closely examined the U.S. military’s approach to warfare, applying
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lessons learned to its own military modernization in
seeking to catch up, while also looking for opportunities to pursue asymmetric capabilities or attempt
to achieve a first-mover advantage to overtake
this “powerful adversary” (强敌). Since the 1990s,
Chinese military modernization has particularly
concentrated on pursuing a strategy of “informatization” (信息化).8 Through this agenda, the PLA has
developed an array of command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems and concentrated
on advancing capabilities for information operations
(信息作战), including cyber warfare, electronic warfare, and psychological warfare.9
Today, PLA strategists anticipate a new
style of warfare is on the horizon, as the character of conflict evolves from informatized toward
“intelligentized” (智能化) warfare, in which AI,
along with a range of technologies, is changing
the form of warfare.10 According to Lt. Gen. Liu
Guozhi (刘国治), Director of the Central Military
Commission Science and Technology Commission,
“AI will accelerate the process of military transformation, ultimately leading to a profound
Revolution in Military Affairs . . . The combination
of artificial intelligence and human intelligence
can achieve the optimum, and human-machine
hybrid intelligence will be the highest form of
future intelligence.”11 This striking statement
highlights the PLA’s interest at the highest levels
in the notion of “hybrid intelligence” (混合智能),
a concept that implies a blending of human and
machine intelligence, including through leveraging
insights from brain science and such techniques
as the use of brain-computer interfaces.12 This
concept is not merely abstract but is starting to be
realized through new programs, including projects
intended to promote human performance enhancement. Future intelligentized operations (智能化作
战) are expected to involve prominent employment
of intelligent autonomy (智能自主) in weapons
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systems under conditions of multi-domain integration (多域一体) with command exercised through
brain-machine integration, enabled by cloud
infrastructure.13 Chinese military scientists and
strategists expect that this revolution in warfare
will also demand transformation of the human
element of warfare, which may require seeking
command of the brain and biological sciences.

Reforming for Innovation
China’s military reforms have elevated the importance of innovation in ways that could contribute
to the PLA’s ability to overcome prior difficulties.
In this new era of Chinese military power, the PLA
is seeking to reorient toward a model that leverages science and technology as core enablers of
combat capabilities.14 Pursuant to the reforms, the
PLA has created the CMC Steering Committee on
Military Scientific Research, which is responsible
for establishing high-level priorities and strategic
directions.15 The CMC Science and Technology
Commission (S&TC) has also been elevated to
lead and guide military technological innovation
and to promote military-civil fusion.16 The S&TC
oversees a number of plans, programs, and expert
groups of top scientists for priorities that include
human-machine fusion intelligence and biotechnology.17 The CMC S&TC also has launched a plan and
fund focused on cutting-edge technologies, and its
“rapid response small group” on defense innovation
is looking to help the PLA improve its capacity to
leverage commercial technologies, including new
techniques for human-machine interaction.18
China’s military scientific enterprise has been
transformed in the course of the PLA’s reforms.19
The PLA’s Academy of Military Science (AMS),
which has been responsible traditionally for issues of
strategy and doctrine, has been officially designated
to lead the PLA’s military scientific enterprise.20
AMS has launched the National Innovation Institute
for Defense Technology (国防科技创新研究院),
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which includes research institutes that focus on not
only unmanned systems and artificial intelligence
but also frontier/cutting-edge interdisciplinary
(前沿交叉) technologies,21 such as biotechnology
and quantum technology.22 The leadership of AMS
also possesses the expertise and authority to promote these new directions in military innovation.
Notably, Lt. Gen. Yang Xuejun (杨学军), who is
known for his research in supercomputing and artificial intelligence, has become its President as of July
2017.23 As Vice President, Maj. Gen. He Fuchu (贺福
初), formerly President of the Academy of Military
Medical Sciences (AMMS), is known for his research
interests in genomics and bioinformatics, and he has
also been prominent in emphasizing the importance
of biotechnology as a new “strategic commanding
heights” (制高点) of strategic competition.24 Their
selection to lead AMS appears to highlight the extent
to which the PLA has prioritized these strategic
technologies as a new direction for its development.
The PLA’s paradigm for military innovation looks to promote integration of theory and
technology to advance the development of new
concepts and capabilities.25 Notably, the CMC
S&TC has been funding a program on biological
interdisciplinary sciences and technology. This
initiative includes projects on military brain science, advanced biomimetic systems, biological and
biomimetic materials, and human enhancement.26
In parallel with the China Brain Project, which
has been launched as a national initiative for the
2016–30 timeframe, the CMC S&TC also appears
to have launched a military brain science project
that is exploring the potential of advances in neuroscience for military applications.27 According
to Hu Dewen (胡德文), a prominent researcher
from the PLA’s National University of Defense
Technology (NUDT), the PLA should recognize
the concurrent importance of and relationship
among artificial intelligence, biological intelligence, and hybrid intelligence.28
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PLA Expectations for Future Warfare
Chinese strategists anticipate that the tempo and
complexity of operations will increase, perhaps
dramatically, as the form (形态) or character of
warfare continues to evolve.29 As a result, PLA
thinkers are concerned about the intense cognitive
challenges that future commanders will encounter,
particularly considering the importance of optimizing human-machine coordination (人机协同)
and fusion or integration (人机融合).30 Necessarily,
these trends have intensified the PLA’s interest in
the military relevance of not only artificial intelligence but also brain science and new directions in
biological interdisciplinary (生物交叉) technologies, ranging from biosensing and biomaterials to
options for human enhancement.31 The transition
from informatization to intelligentization is seen
as necessitating the upgrading of human cognitive
performance to keep pace with the complexity
of warfare.
In future conflict, the battlefield is expected to
extend into new virtual domains. According to He
Fuchu, “The sphere of operations will be expanded
from the physical domain and the information
domain to the domain of consciousness (意识域);
the human brain will become a new combat space.”32
Consequently, success on the future battlefield will
require achieving not only “biological dominance”
(制生权) but also “mental/cognitive dominance”
(制脑权) and “intelligence dominance” (制智权).33
These nascent concepts, which are becoming more
regularly discussed in influential writings, reflect
the PLA’s recognition of the increasing importance
of contesting superiority within these new frontiers
to achieving advantage.34 Despite the complexity
and capability of advanced technologies, this human
element of warfare remains a critical vulnerability
and source of potential advantage. At the same time,
the notion of “winning without fighting” (不战而屈
人之兵) is a traditional element of Chinese strategic
thinking that possesses enduring relevance in an era
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in which technology is becoming ever more consequential to strategic competition in peacetime.35

Human and Artificial Intelligence on
the Future Battlefield
The PLA recognizes the advent of AI as a challenge
and opportunity to seize the initiative in future military competition.36 In fact, some military academics
even anticipate that AI “will transcend firepower,
machine power, and information power, becoming
the most critical factor in determining the outcome
of warfare.”37 In future “intelligentized operations,”
algorithmic advantage could become a dominant
determinant of operational advantage, yet operations
to subvert and counter an adversary’s intelligentized
capabilities (“逆智能化”) are also seen as potentially
advantageous, particularly for a weaker military.38
Indeed, AI also possesses a number of limitations
at present, including on issues of safety and security
that may render it vulnerable to exploitation.
PLA scholars and strategists are continuing
to debate the appropriate relationship between
human and machine intelligence on the battlefield.39 In an authoritative commentary, the CMC
Joint Staff Department urged the PLA to take
advantage of the “tremendous potential” of AI in
operational command, planning and deductions,
and decision support.40 Whereas some scholars have
warned against autonomous decisionmaking, other
researchers have differentiated between the eventual necessity for automation or “intelligentization”
of command decisionmaking at the tactical level of
warfare, the importance of the delegation of command authorities in campaigns, and the imperative
of human control in strategic decisionmaking, in
which AI can take on a supporting function.41 PLA
thinkers recognize the importance of leveraging the
relative strengths of human and machine intelligence respectively, and this interaction necessitates
progress in techniques for human-machine coordination in combat.
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These dynamics of future intelligentized operations elevate the criticality of cognition. A growing
number of PLA scholars and strategists have argued
that “mental/cognitive dominance” (制脑权) and
“intelligence dominance” (制智权), concepts that
are characterized as interrelated or sometimes synonymous in recent writings, will become the key
points of struggle (制权争夺点).42 Unlike traditional
operations, the confrontation is occurring increasingly in the space of human intelligence (人的智力
空间) and inherently involves “competition for cognitive speed and quality advantage,” which can be
enabled by data fusion.43 The importance of speed,
efficiency, and flexibility in intelligentized operations has provoked consideration of not only options
for intelligent decision support systems,44 but also
“brain-machine fusion” (脑机融合) as a future
paradigm for command and control, which would
require integrating the art of command with emerging scientific and technological advancements.45
The notion of brain control (脑控) primarily
involves brain-machine/computer interface (脑–机
接口) technology that is intended to enable efficient
human-machine integration (人机融合), and PLA
researchers continue to explore multiple modalities
of human-machine interaction for command and
control.46 At the same time, cognitive enhancement,
such as through the use of transcranial magnetic
stimulation, could be leveraged to achieve an advantage in complex battlefield environments, in which
there will be a high degree of integration between
humans and weapons systems.47
PLA strategists believe that achieving “mental dominance” (制脑权) will be critical in future
military competition across the spectrum from
peacetime to warfighting.48 Increasingly, this concept has recurred in PLA writings that emphasize
the criticality of the “cognitive domain” (认知领
域), which involves “the field of decision-making
through reasoning,” as the speed and complexity of
conflict continue to increase.49 Success in subverting
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an adversary’s cognition can enable “winning
without fighting.”50 The increased integration of
human cognition with technology influences military perception confrontation (军事感知对抗),
which involves attempts to hinder and distort the
adversary’s cognition, whether through technical,
physiological, or psychological techniques.51 In an
era of informatized warfare, conflict in the cognitive
domain attempts to undermine the adversary’s will
and resolve, undermine perception and command
capabilities to weaken fighting spirit, and manipulate decisionmaking.52 The study of operations
undertaken by the U.S. and Russian militaries has
also influenced Chinese military thinking on the
importance of psychological operations, but PLA
thinkers are seeking to innovate their own tactics
and concepts of operations,53 including exploring
the potential employment of intelligent agents to
enable “guidance” of public opinion.54 In particular, the prominence of social media and advances in
artificial intelligence, including such techniques as
deep fakes, have created new options for subversion
and manipulation. The PLA is actively pursuing
research and the development of capabilities, which
could range from the use of the drug Modafinil for
performance enhancement, to leveraging insights
from brain science and psychology to target and
exploit inherent vulnerabilities in human cognition.
While apparently enthusiastic about the offensive
potential of such options, the PLA is concerned
about the potential for subversion of its own forces,
including persistent anxieties about the prospects of
color revolution.55
Consequently, the pursuit of advances in military
brain science is recognized as important to advancing
future battlefield effectiveness.56 In particular, this
new domain in military competition is seen as variously involving attempts to “imitate the brain”
(仿脑), leverage “brain control” (脑控), “enhance the
brain” (超脑), or “control the brain” (“控脑”).57 On
the battlefield, attempts to undermine an adversary
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could include interfering with the adversary’s capacity
for cognition, whether through manipulation or outright destruction, from disrupting the flow of data to
exploiting ideology or emotion.58 Increasingly, “mental confrontation” (脑对抗) could become a major
feature of future conflicts, involving attack, defense,
and enhancement of the brain.59 Maj. Gen. He Fuchu
has anticipated the development of “a new brain-control weaponry” that interferes with and controls
people’s consciousness, thereby subverting combat
styles.60 Concretely, Zhou Jin (周瑾), a researcher with
the Institute of Military Cognition and Brain Science
at AMMS, has concentrated on brain science and
neural engineering, and his research has also contributed to an expert group on psychological warfare and
cognitive technology through the CMC Science and
Technology Commission.61
The PLA’s intended integration of human and
machine intelligence could be eventually facilitated by advances in brain-machine interfaces. For
instance, at the PLA’s National University of Defense
Technology (NUDT), the Cognitive Science Basic
Research Team (认知科学基础研究团队) has been
engaged in research on brain-machine interfaces
(脑机接口) for more than 20 years, such that this
technology can now be used to operate a robot, drive
a vehicle, or even to operate a computer, enabled
by the processing of EEG signals.62 “Combining
the high functioning of the machine with the high
intelligence of human beings to achieve high performance of equipment systems, this is an important
domain of application in intelligent

science,”
according to Hu Dewen (胡德文), who has led this
program.63 In the PLA’s Information Engineering
University’s Information Systems Engineering
College, Tong Li (通李) has been engaged in
research on intelligent information processing and
brain-computer interaction (脑机交互), which has
been reportedly leveraged to enable brain control of a drone or robot.64 Meanwhile, at AMMS,
Wang Changyong (王常勇), Deputy Director of the
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Institute of Military Cognition and Brain Science,
has engaged in research on brain-machine interfaces, variously pursuing EEGs (via the scalp) and
implants in the cranial nerves of macaques, which
are believed to be an apt model to simulate human
cognition, concentrating on neural information
acquisition.65 The complexity of these challenges are
seen as increasing the importance of sophisticated
simulations in combat laboratories that can explore
the efficacy of these human-machine synergies.66
In advancing these techniques, the PLA could
leverage academic research and commercial developments. For instance, Tsinghua University, which
is actively supporting military-civil fusion, has been
pursuing research on human-machine interaction
(人机协作) with funding from the CMC Science and
Technology Commission.67 In Tianjin, a local action
plan has called for research in brain-computer
interface technologies, including brain-controlled
unmanned systems and even automatic sniper
rifles.68 At Tianjin University, the Academy of
Military Science and the Chinese Academy of
Launch Vehicle Technology have both established
joint laboratories and partnerships that concentrate
on innovation in human-machine hybrid intelligence (人机混合智能).69 The State Key Laboratory
of Cognitive Science and Learning, based at Beijing
Normal University, has also pursued initiatives in
military-civil fusion.70
Pursuant to military-civil fusion, Chinese
advances in brain-computer interface research
undertaken by academic institutions or commercial
enterprises may eventually have military relevance.
During the past couple of years, the Chinese government has convened a national competition on
brain-computer interfaces, of which the PLA NUDT
is a co-sponsor.71 In addition, AMMS researchers
have engaged with a commercial enterprise that
is specializing in the development of EEG products, known as Cogrowth (ku chengzhang, 酷成
长), which has concentrated in its products on
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brain-computer interface and intelligent control
with applications that include attention and memory
training.72 Meanwhile, Tianjin University and the
China Electronics Corporation have achieved new
breakthroughs in research on a brain-computer
interface (BCI) chip, known as “Brain Talker,” which
is specially designed to decode brainwave information.73 The advantages of this chip are described as
including its size, precision, efficiency in decoding information, and increased capability for fast
communication, all of which can contribute to the
realization of BCI technologies.74 According to its
designers, “this BC3 (Brain-Computer Codec Chip)
has the ability to discriminate minor neural electrical signals and decode their information efficiently,
which can greatly enhance the speed and accuracy
of brain-computer interfaces.”75 So too, as combat
platforms are expected to progress from “informatization” to “low intelligentization” to “brain-like high
intelligentization,” such breakthroughs in brain-like
computing chips are anticipated to be important to
advancing autonomy.76
As the cognitive demands for commanders
are expected to become more acute on the future
battlefield, new directions in integrating human and
machine intelligence could prove militarily advantageous. Through leveraging “brain networking” (脑
联网), a “combat brain” (作战大脑) can be developed for the future battlefield, which is expected to
enhance the cognitive and decisionmaking capabilities of military commanders, including through
improving their cognitive capability and understanding of the battlefield situation, according to NUDT
scholars.77 Hypothetically, a so-called “network of
brains” could accelerate real-time transmission of
data on the battlefield, based on leveraging brain-machine interfaces to facilitate communication between
commanders and their units. Wu Haitao (吴海涛), a
researcher with AMMS, has postulated;
“Brain networking” technologies are far
from mature, but we have good reason to
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believe that bio-intelligence networks based
on brain intelligence will inevitably surpass existing informatized technology and
weak artificial intelligence technologies. The
development and application of related technologies will inevitably accelerate disruptive
transformations in the military domain. In
the future, a brain-to-brain collaborative
combat platform or system based on “brain
networks” may be exploited, which can be
expected to achieve high-level optimization
and integration of battlefield perception,
logistics support, weaponry and command
systems, maximize combat links and command effectiveness, so as to capture fleeting
opportunities in the ever-changing battlefield
situation and achieve unexpected victories.78
The notion of brain networking through brainto-brain interfacing may sound fanciful, but there
are initial experimental indications that this could
become a technical possibility. For instance, in an
experiment at Zhejiang University, researchers
created a so-called rat cyborg through implanting
microelectrodes into the brain of a live rat, which
connected it to the brain of a human “manipulator”
who had been connected to a computer brain-machine interface, by which the rat was directed to
navigate a maze.79
The future trajectory of such advances could
be shaped by the continued implementation of the
China Brain Project, which was launched in 2016.80
The project, which was initially initiated in response
to the U.S. brain science program, is recognized
as a megaproject for the 2016–2030 timeframe.81 It
may receive billions in funding once fully realized.82
The leading researcher involved in the design of
this project, Mu-Ming Pu of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences, has described this project as involving
“two wings,” encompassing not only brain science
but the intersection between brain science and
artificial intelligence, which is believed to be highly
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promising.83 The focus on imitation of the brain
often involves brain-like and brain-inspired intelligence, which is a high-level priority highlighted
in China’s New Generation Artificial Intelligence
Development Plan and operationalized through a
new national laboratory dedicated to the topic.84 In
addition, in September 2015, Beijing’s Science and
Technology Commission announced the launch of a
special project on brain science research to concentrate on brain cognition, brain medicine, and
brain-like computing. This center plans to support
projects that leverage new biomedical techniques,
including high-throughput single-gene sequencing
and precise genome editing, enabled by big-data
processing.85 The involvement of AMMS is notable
but hardly surprising considering that neuroscience
has been highlighted as a priority in China’s plans
for military-civil fusion, and there may be interesting synergies between academic research and
potential military applications.86
This research agenda is starting to translate
into practical advances. For instance, the Tianjic
chip leverages a brain-inspired architecture, and
its designers claim that it represents an important
progression toward artificial general intelligence
that is comparable to humans in its capabilities.87
As one prominent academic highlighted, “Human
beings have gradually entered the era of artificial
intelligence, but the understanding of the essence of
what constitutes ‘intelligence’ remains unclear. The
study of brain and cognition will promote people’s
understanding of the essence of ‘intelligence’ and
promote the development of related technologies
and industries.”88 Seemingly speculatively, these
attempts at imitating human cognition have been
described as possessing the potential to extend to the
development of highly intelligent weapons systems
capable of reasoning and judgment comparable to
that of a human.89
Within the same timeframe, the CMC S&TC
has also launched a military brain science plan and
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projects that appear to be occurring in parallel—
and perhaps with some degree of integration or
coordination—with China’s national brain science
project.90 For instance, Wu Shengxi (武胜昔), a professor with the Fourth Military Medical University
who is engaged in both initiatives, has concentrated
his research on the plasticity of the central nervous
circuits and mechanisms of advanced brain function.91 His activities have included collaboration
with a senior scientist from MIT’s Broad Institute
and the McGovern Institute for a project on the
anterior cingulate cortex, a region of the brain that
“plays a role in fundamental cognitive processes,
including cost-benefit calculation, motivation,
and decisionmaking.”92 Chinese academic and
military medical institutions have concentrated
on the expansion of military brain science, which
has been prioritized for support and funding.93
Overall, the discipline of military cognitive neuroscience continues to evolve and involves several
interrelated research directions, which can include
brain monitoring (for example, to measure and
assess the military mental work); brain modulation
(mind-controlling targets and effects); brain damage; and brain promotion (neuro-scientific training
methods).94 For instance, the first seminar convened
on brain science research and military-civil fusion
collaborative innovation concentrated on core competencies of battlefield perception, command and
control, target striking, identifying ten key research
directions for such military cognitive capabilities
(军事认知能力).95
Chinese research is anticipated to have certain potential advantages in this field. China’s
rapidly aging population presents an acute societal challenge but also an opportunity to leverage
sizable amounts of data about brain disease.96 At
the same time, the prevalence of primate research
in China could prove another significant advantage. At a time when the United States and Europe
have started to cut back on primate research due to
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Game-changing synthetic biology research
may enable future capabilities for Soldiers
(U.S. Army Photo by Eric Proctor and Autumn
Kulaga)
ethical concerns and expense, these programs have
continued to expand in China with robust state
support.97 The Chinese government has undertaken
significant investments to expand its own neuroscience research with non-human primates, which are
believed to be “ideal animal models for understanding human brain and cognition.”98 In particular,
China has become a global center for research
involving macaque monkeys, which are seen as wellsuited as a model for research on the human brain.99
In one notable study, researchers introduced the
MCPH1 gene, which is believed to be linked to brain
development, into embryos to create transgenic
macaque monkeys that demonstrated improved performance on short-term memory tasks, while also
displaying a longer process of brain development,
such as that characteristic of humans.100 This study
was described as “the first attempt to experimentally
interrogate the genetic basis of human brain origin
using transgenic monkey models.101 Similarly, in
another greatly controversial undertaking, researchers have been creating embryos that represent
“human-animal chimeras”—in this case, monkey
embryos to which human cells are added.102 These
changes in the Shank3 gene are expected to cause
mutations in the brains of monkeys that have been
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edited.103 The use of gene editing to improve models
for studying the brain illustrates the important
intersections between cognitive science and biotechnology, which has emerged as a parallel emphasis for
the PLA.104

Biotechnology on the Future
Battlefield
The PLA’s keen interest in the impact of biology on
military affairs is also reflected in strategic writings
and research that argue today’s advances in biology
are contributing to an ongoing evolution in the form
or character (形态) of conflict.105 In one prominent
example, Guo Jiwei (郭继卫), a professor with the
Third Military Medical University, wrote War for
Biological Dominance (制生权战争), published in
2010, highlighting the multifaceted applications of
biology in future warfare.106 PLA researchers with the
Academy of Military Medical Sciences have highlighted that advances in science and technology drive
evolution in the character of conflict, raising the
concept of “biology-enabled” warfare
(生物化战争).107 The PLA also sees synthetic biology as a domain with great military potential.108
Unsurprisingly, the PLA has been concerned with
advances in biotechnology in the United States
and worldwide, particularly the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency’s launch of the Biological
Technologies Office. The Chinese government has
highlighted biotechnology as an industry that promises major commercial advantages, and China’s plans
and initiatives for military-civil fusion have prioritized biology as a critical sector.109 Beyond outright
military research, there is an emerging ecosystem of
academic and commercial enterprises that is or could
become involved in supporting military research.
Increasingly, the PLA is starting to recognize
biology as a new domain of warfare and elevating
its importance in strategic thinking. The concept
of biological dominance (制生权) could be rendered as “command and superiority in biology,”
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and PLA scientists and scholars are continuing to
work toward developing more cohesive theories
around these ideas that could contribute to future
concepts of operations.110 In the new RMA, biotechnology will become the new “strategic commanding
heights,” declared He Fuchu, then president of the
Academy of Military Medical Sciences, in 2015.111
He has remained a prominent advocate for the militarization of biotechnology. Since 2016, Maj. Gen.
He has also been appointed to serve on the CMC
S&TC, which promotes military-civil fusion and
technological innovation, where he may be involved
in guiding research on biology and interdisciplinary technologies, from biomimetic and biomaterials
to biosensing technology, that could contribute to
future advances in weaponry.112 He has predicted,
“As the weaponization of living organisms will
become a reality in the future, non-traditional combat styles will be staged, and the ‘biological frontier’
(生物疆域) will become a new frontier for national
defense.”113 He goes on to say that;
Biological interdisciplinary technology
will make future combat platforms move
toward human-computer integration and
intelligentization. In the future, humanlike brain information processing systems
will achieve revolutionary breakthroughs,
such as high-performance low-power
computing, highly intelligent autonomous
decision-making, active learning, and
continuous increases in intelligentization,
promoting the emergence of highly intelligentized and autonomous combat forces.114
Certain elements of PLA strategic thinking
on the offensive potential of these technologies are
troubling. Notably, the 2017 edition of Science of
Military Strategy (战略学), a textbook published by
the National Defense University that is typically
considered relatively authoritative, introduced a new
section dedicated to the topic of military struggle
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in the domain of biology. While this book does not
mention CRISPR specifically, it notes that new kinds
of biological warfare could be targeted, employing
“specific ethnic genetic attacks” (特定种族基因攻
击). Disturbingly, the discussion of this possibility is
repeated across a number of PLA writings.115 Indeed,
“biological deterrence” (生物威慑) should be considered a new kind of deterrence that is enabled by
advances in biotechnology, including the potential
for “ethnic-specific genetic weapons” (“种族特异
性基因武器”), according to Zeng Huafeng (曾华
锋) of the PLA’s NUDT.116 “Due to the high lethality, low cost and diverse means of genetic attack, it
will have a profound impact on future wars” in ways
that could increase the destructiveness of warfare,
according to NUDT researcher Shi Haiming (石海
明).117 As a result, the outcome of war may no longer
determined by the destruction of combat, but rather
there could be further blurring of the boundaries between peace and warfare.118 These relatively
authoritative discussions of the potential for genetic
attacks remain ambiguous but are troubling nonetheless, given the emergence of technologies that
create new possibilities in gene editing.119
To date, China has been leading in early trials
of CRISPR in not only animals but also human
patients.120 The emergence of Chinese research as
a new frontier for experimentation with CRISPR
reflects factors that include lesser regulatory
requirements and robust support and enthusiasm
for leveraging these technologies. To date, CRISPR
research in China has concentrated heavily on applications in agriculture and for medical or therapeutic
purposes.121 It is also striking that a significant
proportion of the research in CRISPR is occurring at
Chinese military medical and research institutions,
especially the PLA General Hospital.122 The centrality of PLA institutions in this CRISPR research is
concerning when juxtaposed with known programs and indications of military interest in human
enhancement. In one notable example, a student at
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the Academy of Military Medical Science wrote a
doctoral dissertation in 2016 titled “Research on the
Evaluation of Human Performance Enhancement
Technology.”123 This dissertation pointed to
CRISPR-CAS as one of three primary “human performance enhancement technologies” (人效能增强
技术) that can be employed to increase the combat
effectiveness of military personnel.124 The researcher
dissertation highlights that CRISPR holds “great
potential” as a “disruptive” technology, arguing
that therefore China must “grasp the initiative.”
Although the practical application for performance
enhancement appears to remain a more distant possibility at this point, such research provides at the
very least indication of interest and concern.
Although the use of CRISPR as a technique
for gene editing remains novel and nascent, these
tools and techniques are rapidly advancing, and
what is within the realm of the possible for military applications may continue to shift as well. In
the meantime, throughout China, gene editing is
already under way in animals, human embryos,
and even in clinical trials. In the process, BGI,
formerly known as Beijing Genomics Inc., has
been very active in CRISPR research.125 BGI has
also provoked controversy after attempting to
commercialize genetic editing of animals, such as
mini-pigs as pets, and from pursuing research on
the genetic basis of intelligence by soliciting DNA
from geniuses.126 Of course, gene editing today
remains constrained by persistent difficulties, such
as the issue of limiting off-target effects, which can
cause unintended consequences in the genome.127
However, current research has continued to work
toward making gene editing more precise and
practical, and BGI has established an edge in
cheap gene sequencing, concentrating on amassing massive amounts of data from a diverse array
of sources.128 BGI has achieved a global presence,
including laboratories in California and Australia,
and its activities have continued to expand.129
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The Chinese government clearly believes that
national genetic resources possess strategic significance. China’s National Genebank, which is
administered by BGI, was launched in 2016, and it
is intended to become the world’s largest. By some
accounts, its establishment was motivated at least
partly by issues of biosecurity, particularly that of
Chinese genomic information then being stored in
overseas facilities.130 This new Chinese genebank
has been described as intended to “develop and
utilize China’s valuable genetic resources, safeguard
national security in bioinformatics, and enhance
China’s capability to seize the strategic commanding heights” in the domain of biotechnology. These
concerns about the potential strategic significance
of genetic resources have also resulted in an unwillingness to share and exchange data, even as Chinese
companies are avidly seeking out access to sources
of data beyond China.131
The processing of such massive amounts of
genetic information requires powerful supercomputers. In the process, BGI affiliates have been
engaged in research collaboration with the NUDT,
including the development of tools and insights
that may contribute to enabling future gene editing.132 In particular, one former professor who
remains affiliated with the NUDT has also maintained a position with BGI as a specially appointed
professor.133 Their research concentrates on bioinformatics, leveraging supercomputers, namely the
Tianhe, for the processing of genetic information
in biomedical applications.134 Such collaboration
with NUDT researchers is not necessarily surprising.135 However, such confluence of troubling
sentiments in military writings, ongoing programs
funding research on human enhancement, and
collaboration between military and commercial
institutions raises questions that merit further
scrutiny from a policy perspective, particularly
considering the range of potential implications of
BGI’s research.136
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Looking forward, the application of machine
learning to the analysis of genomic information
could enable the discovery of patterns and insights
that may prove actionable. China has also been at
the forefront of parallel progress in precision medicine that is enabled by the embrace of AI for medical
applications. In the field of AI, China has been
sometimes characterized as possessing an advantage
in data. However, the actual impact of data depends
on context, techniques, and intended applications.
It seems more likely that China could possess and
achieve a data advantage in genomics and biomedical technologies, based on the sizable amounts
of genomic and medical data that have been and
continue to be collected. This access to genomic
information combined with continued advances in
artificial intelligence could contribute to advances in
understanding of the evolution of the human brain
and genomic determinants of intelligence.137 So too,
the study of the human genome and its comparison
with that of other primates can contribute to identifying which specific genomic differences account
for the uniqueness of the human brain. Potentially,
such insights can also enable future augmentation of
human intelligence in ways that enable the “mental
dominance” and superiority in intelligentized operations that the PLA believes is essential to success in
future warfare.

Conclusions and Implications
Although technological advantage has been a key
pillar of U.S. military power and national competitiveness, China is catching up, aspiring to take
the lead in today’s strategic technologies. Pursuing
military innovation as a priority and national imperative, the Chinese military appears to be enthused
with the possibility that today’s RMA could disrupt
the future military balance to its advantage. Today,
China possesses a stronger technological foundation for future military power, despite confronting
continued challenges in the development of “key
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and core” (关键核心) technologies, and the PLA is
looking to improve its capacity to leverage academic
and commercial advancements to enable future
military capabilities, including artificial intelligence,
biotechnology, and quantum technology.
The PLA is greatly concerned about being
subject to technological surprise and equally concerned with opportunities to achieve it. Future
primacy in these fields, which could prove important to future military advantage, may remain
highly contested between the United States and
China. However, the process of military innovation
that is required to operationalize these capabilities
will prove inherently challenging, and the feasibility of certain aspects of the PLA’s strategic thinking
and theoretical explorations remains to be seen. Of
course, these technologies remain quite nascent,
and the process of research, development, experimentation, and operationalization that is required
to realize their full potential may be lengthy and
complex, requiring adjustments that are challenging for any bureaucracy.
However, the PLA today is fighting to innovate. It is striking that the PLA has introduced
major changes and reforms to its military scientific
enterprise, including through efforts to recruit and
support more junior scientists, while also recruiting more civilians for technical positions. The
prominence of military scientists in PLA leadership may also provide powerful champions for this
agenda. Ultimately, Xi Jinping’s demand that the
PLA pursue innovation could serve as a powerful impetus for peacetime innovation, even as the
ideological constraints upon an authoritarian military that is de facto the armed wing of the Chinese
Communist Party could impede creativity and
initiative. The future trajectory of these concepts
and potential capabilities will merit continued
analytic and academic attention as such research
progresses. PRISM
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